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Introduction

Healthcare organizations are allocating significant dollars, time and resources to the implementation of electronic health records (EHRs). While several studies have estimated the cost to purchase and install an EHR to be anywhere between $15,000 to $70,000 per provider\(^1\), real-world implementations have soared into the billions.

To improve return on investment, providers need to prove meaningful use of their systems. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) rewards providers that have implemented EHRs and demonstrated meaningful use in patient care, and penalizes those that fail to do so. EHRs can also help drive revenue growth and improve reimbursements by helping providers deliver more effective, efficient patient care. A recent article published by the Healthcare Financial Management Association (HFMA) stated that a large hospital can generate an additional $37 million to $59 million in revenue over a five-year period following an EHR implementation through length-of-stay (LOS) reduction, readmission rate reduction, emergency department (ED) revenue reimbursement, ambulatory revenue reimbursement and drug cost reduction.\(^2\)

One of the main data sources for the EHR is the item master, which drives not only supply chain processes but also a broad range of clinical and financial functions. Read more about the role of the item master in driving operational and financial performance in the GHX white paper “Why the Item Master Is the Center of Your Universe.”

While item master data integrity is critical to the successful implementation and use of an EHR, most providers struggle with inaccurate, outdated and erroneous information. Organizations that have implemented EHRs without first tackling the data quality issues have found they cannot trust the outputs generated from their EHRs for activities such as evaluating the clinical effectiveness of products and securing reimbursements.

Healthcare organizations are turning a critical eye to the integrity of their item masters as they plan EHR implementations. To do so, they are executing master data management strategies designed to clean up their data and maintain it over time so that they can derive the greatest value from this significant IT investment.

The critical role of supply chain in EHR implementations

To achieve meaningful use of an EHR, providers must demonstrate, through a series of set objectives across various stages of meaningful use, that they are using the EHR to improve the quality, safety, transparency, efficiency and coordination of clinical care while maintaining privacy and security of patient health information. Only then can they avoid penalties and qualify for incentive payments.

“Supply chain must be at the core of an EHR implementation. We are going to provide the information that’s critical to documenting cases, charging patients and knowing those charges are correct – we are part of the foundation.”

— Piedmont Supply Chain Management Executive Director Amy Chieppa

Because meaningful use is focused on patient care and data privacy, many provider organizations have assigned its attainment to clinicians and IT staff. But as providers are tasked with using EHRs in more complex ways to comply with meaningful use, the supply chain’s critical role is becoming clearer.

Another regulation that demonstrates the relationship between product data and meaningful use is the U.S.
FDA's Unique Device Identification (UDI) rule. It requires manufacturers of most Class I, II and III medical devices to assign unique identifiers to their products and apply the UDIs in both human and machine-readable formats to their products at all packaging levels. Under the rule, manufacturers must also submit data on their products to the FDA's publicly accessible Global UDI Database (GUDID). The goal is to standardize identification of medical devices through distribution and use to improve adverse event reporting and better manage device recalls. The deadline for Class III products to be in compliance with the UDI rule was September 24, 2014. All implantable devices, life-saving products and life-sustaining products must comply by September 24, 2015, and the balance of Class II devices a year later.

Earlier this year, the Office of the National Coordinator (ONC) for Health Information Technology proposed that EHR technology be able to record and display unique device identifiers about implantable devices to be certified for meaningful use. Deploying certified EHR technology is one of the factors that impacts providers’ ability to secure reimbursement under the conditions described above. While that language was later withdrawn, the ONC is expected to revisit the idea next year in parallel with its proposal for Stage 3 requirements of meaningful use. That proposed rule could also include a requirement that hospitals and physicians document unique device identifiers for implantable devices in a patient’s EHR.

As the ONC’s proposals demonstrate, there is growing interest in documenting accurate data on the devices used during patient care to not only meet EHR meaningful use criteria but also to comply with other healthcare reform demands, such as value-based purchasing. But to do so requires healthcare organizations to have a single source of truth for product data. That’s where supply chain comes in.

The item master is the center of the universe

Today, supply chain departments are already capturing information on the medical-surgical products their facilities procure and storing this information in their item masters. The item master has been described as the center of a healthcare organization’s universe because its content drives not only supply chain processes but a broad range of clinical and financial functions as well. It makes sense that the item master should also feed the EHR as clinicians document the products used in patient care. But using the item master to feed standardized product data to the EHR is not as simple as it seems.

Understanding the importance of accurately documenting supplies in the EHR, Piedmont Healthcare, a five-hospital health system based in Georgia, approached its new enterprise resource planning (ERP) and EHR systems implementations as a single initiative with the supply chain team playing a central role in both initiatives.

“In leading practice, the materials management system is the source of truth for item information feeding the EMR. An organization should take a holistic perspective on longer-term materials management system use, including changing vendors or performing updates/upgrades. Any change to the materials management system, once integrated, impacts the EMR and must be planned for to prevent unintended clinical and financial consequences.”


Bad data in, bad data out

In a Premier 2013 report, nearly half of healthcare executives said health IT would be the largest capital investment during the next year, and sharing data across the continuum of care was cited as the main reason for increasing capital expenditures on health IT.2
But bad data in is bad data out. A single data error in an interconnected, electronic environment presents a risk that is magnified as the data transmits downstream to interfaced systems, warehouses and outputs. In order for a provider organization to derive any value from its EHR, it needs to be leveraging accurate data.

While the item master should be the source of truth, most item masters are filled with inaccurate, duplicate and erroneous product data. This is due to the sheer volume of data a facility must maintain and ongoing data churn. On average, changes are made each year to one-third of the 30 million plus medical-surgical products on the market in the U.S. Other contributing factors include technology limitations, discrepant data sources, lack of adoption of data standards, variation in processes and poor data governance policies.

A healthcare organization’s supply chain team is ideally positioned to inform clinical and IT staff of the quality of its item master so that, together, they can make an educated decision on what steps must be taken to clean and maintain product data before it reaches the EHR and impacts downstream processes.

**Standardization is far from simple**

Healthcare providers will soon have greater access to standardized product data thanks to the FDA’s UDI rule. But even with unique device identifiers in the GUDID, organizations can’t easily integrate data into various systems, such as EHR, ERP, materials management information system (MMIS), billing and product registries for clinical research.

Because supply chain departments own product data, they are uniquely positioned to lead UDI adoption efforts. Furthermore, most supply chain teams are already using integrated systems to capture product data for a variety of purposes (e.g., inventory management, billing, reimbursements, analytics) and can leverage this knowledge and experience to help their organizations access the necessary data to achieve EHR meaningful use objectives.

Many healthcare organizations are implementing product data standardization initiatives in parallel with their EHR implementations, typically with separate teams working independently, when they should be conducting these initiatives together. Having a collaborative, multidisciplinary team comprised of clinicians, IT staff, supply chain staff and other key stakeholders overseeing both of these major initiatives can help facilities get the most out of their technology, time and resource investments.

**Bad item master data undermines EHR success**

The success of an EHR implementation has broad operational, clinical and financial impacts on provider organizations. Implementations that fail to go as planned, costing more than anticipated in time, dollars and resources, can not only disrupt clinical care and operations, but also damage an organization’s credit profile.¹

Inaccurate and/or incomplete item master data can derail an EHR implementation, resulting in delays, strained resources and significant financial losses.

“Having a clean item master was critical and key to us because without the right information in the right place and done upfront it doesn’t even work in the EHR. The data won’t go,” said Chieppa.

**Lost revenue**

Level II of the Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) plays a key role in enabling an organization to be reimbursed appropriately for products used in procedures. But in many cases, products within the item master have not been assigned these codes, leaving billing departments with the challenge of determining the item types.

Assigning the wrong HCPCS codes during the billing process or failing to assign codes at all places organizations at risk for significant revenue loss. The CMS and other payers may not provide adequate reimbursement for products used in patient procedures. The time required to address coding discrepancies can also increase the number of discharged not final billed (DNFB) accounts. Because DNFB accounts have a direct correlation to days cash on hand, an increase in the volume of these accounts can impact everything from pension funding to credit rating. A Moody’s report from November 2013 stated that hospital downgrades, which are tied to credit ratings, have surpassed upgrades every quarter since late 2012 due to reduced inpatient volumes, more high-deductible health plans and other general operating challenges.
“Some organizations believe the item file should only house data related to supply chain and clinical staff should populate the EHR with the information they need for patient care. It’s hard to get people to understand why it all connects together,” said Chieppa. “Adding information later to the EHR system jeopardizes data integrity and slows down processes. If you think it is hard enough just getting data clean in one system, trying to reverse engineer that from an output on the other side. An example of this is when revenue gets held up because the finance team doesn’t have the supply information they need because it didn’t come over from the item file to the EHR system.”

**Missed savings opportunities**

Implantable device manufacturers may have service-level agreements (SLAs) with their provider customers under which the provider must submit purchase orders (POs) within 48 hours after a procedure in order to procure products at a negotiated price, such as at a certain contract tier level or other pricing discount.

Providers often miss out on these contract savings opportunities because they are unable to release a PO within the required timeframe due to inaccurate or missing product information within their item masters. They lose time while they review various charge codes to ensure they are accurate, and if they are inaccurate, search for the correct codes to fix the discrepancies. Missing the 48-hour window means unnecessarily paying higher product prices.

**Clinical impacts**

Dirty item master data impacts clinical care as well. If providers generate POs using incomplete or inaccurate data, they run the risk of getting the wrong products or experiencing delays in product delivery, which can disrupt patient care.

Furthermore, without accurate data on the products it is procuring and using in patient care in its EHR, a provider cannot provide the kind of reporting required under value-based purchasing to demonstrate it is delivering quality care in an efficient and cost effective manner.

**Driving successful EHR adoption and use with clean data**

Organizations must be able to rely on the integrity of their EHR outputs regardless of their strategic goals (i.e., population health management, enabling the implementation of a patient-centered medical home or increasing patient satisfaction from operational improvements). Accurate, complete item master data helps organizations drive greater value from EHR and other systems.

**Secure revenue and maintain financial standing**

By assigning HCPCS codes to products within the item master, integrating item master and charge master data, and providing users with easy access to detailed product descriptions, organizations can improve accuracy in the billing process. This helps them secure adequate reimbursement from the CMS and other payers.

By implementing EHRs under integrated teams comprised of key stakeholders, including materials management, a 622-bed tertiary medical center reduced its miscellaneous supply charge volume by more than 70 percent.


The HFMA describes how EHR and billing system integration helps providers avoid late charges, charge lag days and late filing of charges: “Hospital and professional billing systems integrated with an EHR can provide for automated charge capture and reduce the time and resources needed for manual charge entry, which can lead to more accurate billing and a reduction in lost charges. An EHR can also result in a reduction in charge lag days, which refers to the time it takes for charges to enter a system following the performance of a service. Because charges can be automatically triggered in an EHR system the moment a provider closes the encounter, charge lag days, as well as vendor/insurance denials associated with late filing of charges, can be significantly reduced.”

Correctly coded products also help improve efficiency in the patient billing process, enabling providers to bill patients upon discharge and reduce the number of DNFB accounts. Having more cash on hand enables an organization to protect its credit rating and financial standing.
To prepare for its EHR implementation, the supply chain team at Piedmont Healthcare added new fields to its item master and assigned HCPCS codes to its products so that its item master contained the data necessary to facilitate a variety of clinical and business operations.

“At Piedmont, we have tried to incorporate all of the key driving information that will impact what will happen with charging the supplies in the item file so that it can flow to the EHR,” said Chieppa. “People like to focus on having clean data for the reason of being able to say their data is clean when really the focus should be on how accurate and complete must your data be for you to collect money in a timely manner and know whether or not you are generating revenue. It all comes down to the fact that an organization can’t know how financially healthy it is unless it knows what it is spending and how much it is charging.”

**Capitalize on savings opportunities**

Having accurate and complete item master data readily available streamlines the procure-to-pay process. Providers can automate PO generation and invoice payments and avoid manual data entry and discrepancy resolution. With greater process efficiency, providers can submit POs to their suppliers and pay them in a timely manner in order to capitalize on tier discounts and other incentives.

**Drive quality patient care**

Accurate data within the item master improves the accuracy and efficiency of the ordering process, allows providers to procure the right products at the right quantities, and increases the likelihood that products will be delivered to the right locations at the right times. This ultimately improves patient care by helping ensure clinicians have the products they need when they need them.

Accurate product data fed from the item master to the EHR also enables organizations to pursue many of the tenets of healthcare reform. By having an accurate and complete record of which products were used on which patients, providers can evaluate the role of specific products in patient care and use this information to increase care quality and improve outcomes.

Chieppa points out how a clinician’s ability to document cases in the EHR is faster and more accurate when supplies are recorded in an organization’s item master. She also notes how clean and comprehensive supply data flowing from the item master to the EHR helps an organization understand where it has variability and to what degree so that it can pinpoint the cause and take steps to address it.

“The better the documentation the more actionable the information,” said Chieppa. “When clinicians accurately record the supplies used in a procedure it enables an organization to better calculate procedural costs and pinpoint variations. For example, we may find that while the average cost of an appendectomy is $X, for certain surgeons performing the procedure the costs are consistently 20 percent higher. We can then determine if the variation is due to supply expense versus something else. Having this information helps us communicate to clinicians the impact of supply costs and work collaboratively with them to drive out unnecessary expenses.”

**Master data management roadmap for a successful EHR implementation**

1. **Collaborate**

The supply chain team owns the product data that drive some of the most critical EHR outputs, including information to achieve meaningful use objectives, evaluate the role products play in patient outcomes, better manage adverse events and recalls, and deliver value-based care. As hospitals and other healthcare facilities plan their...
EHR implementation, supply chain professionals must be involved from the outset to ensure ERP and EHR systems are properly integrated and complete and accurate product data is feeding the EHR.

2. Cleanse
Bad data in is bad data out. The only way an organization can trust the outputs generated from its EHR is to ensure the product data feeding the system is accurate, complete and up-to-date. Before embarking on an EHR implementation, the supply chain team, working in conjunction with clinical and IT staff, must establish a master data management strategy through which product data is cleansed and corrected.

3. Enrich
Supplies are the second largest and fastest growing expense for providers, and healthcare organizations are increasingly focused on the role products play in delivering high quality, cost-effective patient care and driving revenue. This can only be done when products are correctly coded and categorized. To achieve this, organizations must enrich item master data by assigning HCPCS codes to the products they procure. Only then can they accurately and efficiently improve product categorization and reimbursement accuracy.

4. Integrate
Tight integration between EHR and ERP systems is critical to success: it facilitates a cleaner data build for both systems; streamlines processes for both the clinical and business sides of an organization; offers improved operational metrics that drive better, more strategic decisions; and provides improved performance for cycles (i.e., requisition-to-payment, claim-to-payment), resulting in better cash flow and reduced costs.

5. Automate
When organizations cleanse and enrich their item master data at the onset of an EHR implementation, data accuracy immediately begins to decline as suppliers make changes to their products, such as item numbers and units of measure (UOM). With the volume of data churn in the healthcare industry, even the most well staffed and equipped supply chain teams cannot keep up with the changes. Recognizing the value of the item master and its impact on clinical and business operations, a growing number of facilities are implementing virtual item masters that continually monitor the item master for changes and updates, and then systematically correct product data inaccuracies, removing duplicates and infilling missing information.

“When implementing an EHR system an organization must take into account the splatter effect. You can’t just focus on the system you are putting in or taking out. You need to take into consideration all of the other systems and processes that will be impacted by the change.”
— Piedmont Supply Chain Management Executive Director Amy Chieppa
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